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I recently became frustrated with the labels on my drawers of resistors. They are
in the garage and the lighting is not so good. Also, the writing on each label was old
and very hard to read in the reduced lighting.

It was time to correct the problem. I created a spreadsheet with the values I
required for my collection of resistors. I color coded the drawer labels based on
the third color band on the resistors. This really helps when sorting resistors into
the drawers.
The spreadsheet can be found at
http://www.AL7FS.us/ResistorValueTagsColorLabelsAL7FS.xlsx
Remember, if you cannot read .xlsx files, there is a free add-on program you can
add to your older version of Microsoft Office to enable you to use the newer files.

Just go to
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/en/details.aspx?familyid=941B3470-3AE94AEE-8F43-C6BB74CD1466&displaylang=en
This spreadsheet was set up to print on an old UPS
label that I still had around the house. The UPS
label is actually two labels on one page and thus I
added in the blank row in the middle. I suspect
UPS still has labels like this available. They were
free when I requested them.
I printed out the labels and used an inexpensive
paper cutter to make the long cuts. When I was
done with step one, I had 20 strips of labels with
three labels on each strip. They were easy to work
with in this format and I just took them out to the
garage and used a scissors for the tiny vertical
cuts.

Out at the workbench I began with
the first drawer and used
tweezers to pull off the old labels.
The edges were mostly a bit loose
so I wanted to at least get rid of
the loose edges.

Here are a few before and after photos:

I am pleased with the results although I might have adjusted the colors just a bit.
You can adjust the colors to whatever you like on the spreadsheet.

I could hardly see the numbers on the old labels.

Here is an old label and resting on the drawer is the new label. Much better.

And here is the final result of this project.

